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Dear Cyril, 

The summer huh gone and you ave not come to se.' wrist i have. I re7ret 

this very muca and I taink you may, for I (we) do aavo opportunities we nova had 

before, and as tuings ere and nave been, despite tae contrary r ports you may 

have heard, I am so clone to alone the distinction is almost 7enninn.less. 

In response to my suit for access to the clothing, pictures made but 

not shown me and for pictures to be made for me, the government nes merely 

answered. I am led to believe this means they tive chosen taco one to go to 

trial. On 	fact, tai:2 is fine. But if it uinges on my ability to cope with 

fabricated or worse, pre-fabricated) legal technicalities, it may not be. So, 

I'll try end do it on the fact. 

Tne government's answer is enougn to charge Rhoads wita perjury, but 

tae oueetion arises of getting into a position to do test. Most of it is lies 

can be proved to be lies, with little difficulty. They ev
en claim the clothes 

are not evidence: 

Tuis provides the possibility of calling witnesses, and some mother 

interesting ones, like Burke Marshall, maybe Teddy Kennddy (snl not as a stunt), 

but on the bnsic issue of "sensational and undignified use". leybe Clark. 

And it 'lay be twat you could do much good. 

If you can qualify as a man wno can iHentify what in and is not 

hole made by a bullet, can or cannot be, there is no doubt -if we get to that 

point. 	if it is a holetht could not have been mode by a bullet, ':
moT what 

we have 

My problems are many, -end I've 'carried it to tale point alone. I sieve 

no money, i have no lawyer, I can't pay witnesses -and I snould have a. decent 

criminologist, too. But I also nave in my no::isession want
 the Commission didn't 

have, and it is so clear that only e court would require an expert. It isn't 

a comr:,on-senaa need at all. 

Doing tuts at all at this juncture is in many ways a considerable 

sacifice. kor one tiring, it means I'll be blowing the en
ormous amount of -,:nrk.  in 

incomplete writing. 

But with luck it ^ay be tu beet tiling that ny_s haprennd to us yet. 

Are you disposed to aslpe 

Since rely, 

uerold 'eieharg 


